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Macmerry Lives 
Foreword

Macmerry Lives has been an oral history project carried out by the Living Memory Association in the 
village of Macmerry in 2009-2010.

The project involved the pupils of Macmerry Primary School as well as older members of the community. 
The children helped investigate Macmerry in the olden days while older people who lived in Macmerry 
came forward to tell the history of their village. 

Memories were collected of schooldays in the Primary along with tales of childhood fun and games over the 
years. Adventures with the Scouts and Guides were recounted as well as memories of picnics and playing 
on the bings.

The famous aviator, Amy Johnson, visited the Macmerry airfield in the 1930’s and during the Second 
World War there was much RAF activity. Anderson shelters proved to be great places to play and German 
prisoners of war were remembered for the toys they made.

Village life - the shops, the club, the guild, all were fondly remembered. The excitement of the Gala was also 
not forgotten with memories of former Gala Queens retold along with stories of mums who had made many 
a costume. 

The work of the surrounding farms over the years was also brought to life with tales of ploughing with the 
heavy horses and helping out at the ‘tattie howkin’.

Macmerry is a small village but it is also a lively village with a great history kept alive by a great bunch of 
folk. Macmerry Lives is a celebration of the village and those who live in it. This project would never have 
happened without the co-operation of the residents of Macmerry. As such this project is a tribute to the 
enthusiasm and generosity of the Macmerry villagers.
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The village is first mentioned as the hamlet of MaK.Mery in the early 17th century.  Over the following 330 
odd years the name of Macmerry has seen several derivations.  It has been known as Macmerry, Macmery, 
McMerry, McMirrie, Macmirrie and in its iron smelting days as ‘The Blast’, a nickname that remains today.  
The origin of the name of Macmerry is, however, uncertain. 

One theory suggests that the name came from the Gaelic ‘magh mhoire’.  Magh is a common place name in 
the Lothians, meaning the plain of the small hill, and the village does sit beside a plain.  The Gaelic ‘mhoire’ 
or possibly ‘moire’ means Mary.

One of the more outlandish theories involves Oliver Cromwell marching his men to Edinburgh after his 
defeat of rebellious Scots at the battle of Dunbar in September 1650.  The road through Macmerry is one 
of the first places in East Lothian from which Edinburgh can be seen.  On arrival at Macmerry, Cromwell 
is alleged to have halted the troops, saying that as they had sighted Edinburgh, they could rest and ‘Mak 
Merry’. 

The Origin of Macmerry

The earliest appearance of Macmerry on a map is from 1682 where it appears as little more than a cluster of 
houses on the north side of the post road to London. Penston is seen as the larger settlement. By 1799 the village 
is recorded as Macmerry; however, Penston remains the larger village. In 1822 the village appears as Makmerry 
but this reverted to Macmerry in 1824. By 1909 the village was starting to take on its more familiar shape 
and had started to rival Penston. By 1957 Macmerry was definitely the larger of the two villages and up to the 
present day continues to grow. 
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The History of Mining
Mining has taken place around Macmerry since the 14th century.  The coal was of good quality and 
continued to be mined until the twentieth century. There were two main coal seams at Macmerry which 
generated various pits including the Engine, the Kennedity, the Merryfield, the Mountfair, the Brierbush, 
the Peewit, the Henmuir and St Germains.  In 1842 the Government established the Children’s Employment 
Commission to investigate the conditions of working children.  Some of the children working in the 
Macmerry pits were questioned about their working conditions . . .

As a result of the 1842 Commission women and girls were stopped from 
working underground and the employment of boys was restricted.

As the coal seams around Macmerry were worked out, many of the pits closed and by the end of the Great 
War many of the men who had worked down the pits had not returned.  As a result, only St Germains and 
the Peewit were still operational in 1919 and these had both closed by 1927. 

‘I push the tubs with mother when she works, and sometimes with my sister, who is 
two years older than me.  Father used to work below, but is laid idle now with the 
black spittle and bad breath.  Mother has been off work some weeks, having been 
confined with a bairn; am thinking she means to gang next week.  It is a long time 
since I was at the school.’

John Hogg, 10 years old, coal-putter. (Coal-putting: coal was pushed or 
pulled to the pit bottom in wheeled carts or hutches often running on rails).
(From archived material at the Scottish Mining Museum, Newtongrange)
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The Penston Band
Macmerry’s village band started life as the Penston Brass Band in April 1842.  One of the founding members 
was George Gray and the band has always had Gray’s, as well as Watts in its line up. 

The band was formed by the miners who lived 
and worked in Macmerry and played at Gala days, 
flower days, garden fetes and other events across 
East Lothian.  The band was originally known for 
its signature tune of ‘Jeanie’s Black E’e’ which would 
be played at the start of events.  A barrel or tub of 
beer from Belhaven would be supplied at dances 
on the village green and band members could help 
themselves.  Before the Great War the band gained 
a reputation for beer drinking that earned them the 
name of ‘The Drouths’.

The band had few funds and would raise money by 
performing at the ‘big houses’ round the area in 
the hope of a donation.  The band entered several 
competitions and in 1962 qualified to compete 
in the Brass Bands of Britain national finals in 
London where they came 11th in their section.  They 
qualified again in 1974.
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RAF Penston
The First World War saw an area of Penston used as a landing ground.  After the formation of the Royal Air 
Force (RAF)in April, 1918, one of its first fighter Squadrons, 77, moved to Penston where they continued 
their role in the home defence of Scotland against German airships. 

After the war the airfield fell into disuse but land 
to the north was developed as the Macmerry 
aerodrome and by 1929 this was used by the 
Edinburgh Flying Club.  Between 1936 and 1939 
North Eastern Airways operated scheduled flights 
from Macmerry. 

In 1941 the airfield was taken over by the RAF 
Squadron 614.  This was an Army Co-operation 
Squadron, carrying out reconnaissance work, 
technical spotting for artillery units and some 
bombing duties.  

In May 1942 eight Blenheims from 614 Squad-
ron took part on attacks on Luftwaffe night 
fighters in Cologne and in August part of the 
squadron participated in the RAF raid on Dieppe.

Later in 1942 several other Army Co-operation 
units arrived at Macmerry.  These units were 
involved in a number of local army exercises, 
such as the rehearsals for the landings at Dieppe.  

Macmerry took part in Operation Fortitude North 
which aimed to deceive the German High Command 
into believing that there was an invasion of Norway 
planned from Scotland.  The crews of 2737, 2830, 
and 2949 Squadrons spent several months training 
in Arctic and mountain warfare, being issued with 
snow shoes and white camouflage smocks.  The 
plan was successful and German troops remained 
stationed in Norway, rather than joining the forces 
that countered the Normandy landings.

8
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Macmerry was also involved in secret gas defence plans.  The airfield held underground storage tanks 
containing supplies of mustard gas.  This gas was to be sprayed on British beaches in the case of a German 
invasion using specially adapted Lysander aircraft. 

There was also a Cunliffe-Owen Aircraft factory on the aerodrome which was mainly concerned with the 
repair of Lockheed Hudson aircraft.  Cunliffe-Owen leased the church hall at Gladsmuir before erecting 
more permanent buildings. 

In April 1945 the RAF loaned Macmerry airfield to the Royal Navy, for use by 770 Squadron, Fleet Air Arm.  
Macmerry was commissioned on 1 June 1945 as a satellite of Drem and was allocated the name H.M.S. 
Nighthawk II.  However, Macmerry was never actually used by the Fleet Air Arm and was returned to the 
RAF in March 1946.

In August 1946 Macmerry was reopened by the Edinburgh 
Flying Club who continued to use the airfield until it finally 
closed in 1953.  When the A1 was built, most of the remains 
of the airfield were demolished. 

9
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St Clair Football Club
Macmerry’s football team was St Clair.  The team was named after a local farmer Mr St Clair Cunningham, 
who provided the team with their strip and a playing field down at Aniston.  The gap in the wall of the field 
where the turnstyle had been could still be seen until the 1950s. 

St Clair became known for playing in a black and white strip from around 1872 onwards.  Sometime either 
before or during the First World War the team began to play on the loch field which is situated between 
Whiteloch farm and Winton. 

St Clair was at its most successful from 1912 to 1918.  During that time they won 12 different cups and 
trophies.  Their best season was in 1916 when they won 5 cups.  The club was disbanded in 1939 at the 
outbreak of the Second World War.

10
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Mak’Merry Pottery
Catherine Blair, of Hoprig Mains Farm, was the founder of the Scottish Women’s Rural Institute.  The In-
stitute was to have been established in Macmerry but an outbreak of measles at the school forced the first 
meeting to be held at Longniddry in 1917.  The Rural would offer challenging activities to women that would 
also enable them to earn money.  

In 1919 the Rural held an exhibition of pottery 
painting and this sparked Catherine’s interest.  
Initially, members of the rural decorated blank 
pots, known as biscuit ware, however, as time went 
on, Catherine Blair established the Mak’Merry 
studio taking on a young local woman, Betty Wight, 
as her assistant.

The Mak’Merry studio became a commercial 
business. Pots were bought in from areas such as 
Bo’ness and Kirkcaldy and decorated.  By 1932 its 
success was such that ‘Mak’Merry’ pottery was 
registered as a trade mark.

Much of the decoration was inspired by the local area with fruit and flowers a common theme.  However, 
inspiration was also drawn from the designs being developed at the Bough studio in Edinburgh.  Mak’Merry 
pieces were frequently highly coloured using blue, yellow, red, green and turquoise.  Popular at home 
Mak’Merry also developed an extensive export market with pieces sent abroad to the likes of Canada, Egypt, 
and the USA. 

The studio produced large quantities of high 
quality pottery and items were exhibited at 
various shows including the Royal Highland show.  
Queen Mary, Queen Elizabeth and the late Queen 
Mother bought Mak’merry pieces.  Mak’Merry 
pottery won first and second prize at the Rural 
Industries Exhibition in 1938.  The studio moved to 
North Berwick in 1932 and finally closed in 1946 
after the death of Catherine Blair.

Mak’Merry pottery continues to be popular today 
with collectors in East Lothian and all round the 
world.
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Childhood
My favourite place out the lot was down the aerodrome which was just behind Greendykes farm.  I used to love 
playing at a part of it where there was a big black hangar for the aircraft.  And right behind that was a burn 
and trees were overlapping and beautiful wild flowers and everything like that.  We had a great imagination 
you could occupy yourself for ages and the dog he was quite happy. 

When the fields were getting done there was always 
things could be brought in for the animals, pea pods, 
we had a whole load on bogies.  You made your own 
fun in those days

We used to go up to what we called the Roundel – 
we used to roast tatties – we just put them in a fire 
– they were black when they came oot and we’d to 
try and eat them.

We used to do the parcel at the door. Oor Willie 
would tie a parcel up and then lay it on the step, 
knock on the dor and run away.  We had some fun.  
We’d sit at the back of the hedge and pull the parcel 
with a big bit of string.  I mind of someone crying ‘Oh 
my parcel!’ 

That was the bucket tip in there.  The pounds we 
cried it and we used to dig in it for bits of china.  
If you found a saucer you were rich. It was a great 
place for playing. 
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Schooldays
My daughter started the school at five and my son was two.  His pal across the road started too and Robert 
was sort of left.  There was one day, and oh I was all round Mcamerry and I couldn’t find him, and somebody 
says ‘ I’m sure I saw Robert at the school’.  So I went down and looked in the window and he was sitting at a 
desk scribbling awa’.  So it was Mrs Moncrieff from Haddington what a lovely woman she was and ‘leave him’ 
she says ‘I’ll send Isobel home with him’.  So he went down for about a fortnight.  And my house looked down 
onto the green you know and the school children were often taken out into the green.  And if Robert saw them 
’oh there’s my class’ and he would be away. He was keen and eager but he wasnae so keen when he had to go 
every day. 

My friend Princess Anne… Over the years we’ve 
raised thousands of pounds for Save the Children. 
We were really delighted when we got an award. 
I got invited down to London to the Froebel Institute, 
with two boys and a girl to receive a certificate from 
Princess Anne. We pulled the names out of a hat, or 
a biscuit tin. The boys wore their kilts. 

The second time we got an award two teachers and 
six pupils went to the Lighthouse building in George 
Street. Princess Anne came to the school for our 
third award in 2000.  I welcomed her with a very 
brief speech and the youngest child in the school 
presented her with a bouquet of flowers. She spoke 
to the support staff and then she spoke to a group of 
parents and then she went round the classes.
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Mining
The train used to come through Macmerry and right 
up to Ormiston, for the mines.  There was a lot of 
miners in Macmerry.  Years ago, I remember, they 
used the sirens when there was an accident at the 
pit. 

Because of the blast furnaces, Macmerry was known 
as ‘The Blast’.  And the saying we used tae have was 
‘come fae the blast and cannae fecht, you must be 
choking’.  ‘Cos we could haud oor ain wi’ anyone’ 

The pit closed when I was maybe about 9 or 10, 
that’s 70 odd years ago.  I often heard my uncles say 
that the mine had still plenty coal in it – it was not 
nearly worked out. 

My dad and my grandad were miners, of course, 
and they worked in Pencaitland, at the Woodhall 
pit, and they had to walk the railway line from 
Macmerry to Pencaitland and then back after their 
work, in snow and rain and everything.

Jimmy worked in the pit at the time.  He was on 
shifts, day shift, backshift.  I used to work picking the 
potatoes doon at Greendykes; used to come home 
for my dinner.  If Jimmy was back, if his shift was 
finished, he used to keep the kids, and if he wasnae 
he used to bring them doon to the field till I was 
ready… and I used to bring them hame with me in 
the lorry. 

I moved to Macmerry in 1947.  My husband was in 
the first new house that was built for agricultural 
and pit workers. My dad had been a miner but he 
put his eye out in the pit, so then he worked on the 
farm. 
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The Railway
Along the line from Macmerry, heading for Pencaitland, a quarter of a mile up the line, there was a cottage 
at a crossing and my grandfather lived in there.  An auntie opened and closed the gate for the farmers and 
my grandfather was station master at Macmerry Station.  They were all railwaymen, my father, three of my 
uncles and an auntie.  About 180 years service in the railway.  That was their lives. 

We came here in 1957.  The railway was still going then, just freight.  At one time there was a passenger 
service.  It went up to Winton Hill, right round to Pencaitland, Ormiston, then must have connected back in 
Tranent, to Edinburgh to Waverley Station.  Macmerry was the end of the line. It stopped in the 60s.  A lot of 
the locals were there watching the last train. 

Farmers got a lot of their grain, tatties and sugar 
beet taken in to Edinburgh.  They had passengers 
too.  It was a busy wee line. 

We used to walk from here down to the level cross-
ing at Longniddry to see the Mallard and the Flying 
Scotsman go past. 

The train driver, he was nice looking, he used to give 
us a lift to Winton and then we walked back again.  
They gave us a lift in the Guard’s van. There would 
be ten or twelve of us.  Until an old woman reported 
him and then he couldn’t take us any more. 

We used to walk the line, as kids, down to Ormiston 
or up to Saltoun but by the time I got big enough, 
there wasnae a lot o’ trains, maybe two a day.  My 
granny went every Saturday in the train. That was 
her day off, up to Edinburgh. 

15
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Farming
I used to do the tatties and the plums.  We had the strawberries, then the plums.  They go by the seasons, then 
the potatoes started in October and I used to get a job dressing the potatoes, putting them on the riddle and 
putting the bad ones out.  You got a certain length to do.  Usually a married woman had a stent; the kids got 
half a stent. 

To pick the tatties you got a brak, it was a bag that 
was opened up, it went round your waist and a nail 
at the back and round your hand and you picked 
the tatties, put them into a basket and then the man 
came doon with a horse and cart and put them in a 
tattie pit.  They covered it with straw and some soil.  
You were allowed some tatties a day...

We got a squad from Prestonpans to pick the tatties.  
We had people out from Saughton; if it rained they 
had to get inside.  And of course the warden had to 
watch they didnae run away. 

The school children used to get so many weeks off the 
school to go lifting potatoes with their mothers.  It 
was marked out with a stick here and a stick there 
and you had to lift your potatoes from one to the 
other till the whole field came in.  I mind taking my 
brother and cousin with us, when I looked up they 
were sitting chucking tatties at the seagulls! 

I remember before there were mechanical things for 
the fields it was always horses you saw.  It was a 
lovely sight when you think of it, pulling the plough. 

I especially enjoyed the harvest when you were on 
the big mill.  That was really, really good.  And at the 
hay time, the hay time was nice as well.

16
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A horse is different from a tractor altogether.  You can speak to a horse… in the spring you turned them out to 
the grass… They knew it was going to be a change in the weather; they knew they were going to go to the grass.  
They got quite unsettled about being in the stable. 

The cattle were kept in these big byres and they had 
cattle cake that they used to feed them.  The kids 
used to get a row for going round and over-feeding 
them. 

We’d clean out the stables; the horses seemed 
massive. There was a blacksmith’s just as you 
come into Macmerry, and he used to go doon to 
Greendykes and maybe they had a horse and you 
walked with them to get shoes on.  Jimmy Bissett was 
the cattle man.  We used have a chew on the cattle 
cake, it didnae dae you much harm.

We used to have a great Harvest Festival. You had 
all the farms round about contributing and then the 
distribution of the goods.  I can always remember, 
somebody gifted a little miniature haystack. 

I worked on the farm.  That’s where I met my 
husband.  At the railway station he was going one 
way and I was going the other.  He came to work on 
the farm… it was heavy work but I liked it.

17
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Macmerry never had gas.  They went from paraffin lamps to 
electricity in the early thirties.  Originally the cottages were 
along the main road and then that was when they built the 
square and they were all demolished. 

It was quite small.  It was just St Germains Terrace and Mer-
ryfield Avenue (there were prefabs after the war there) and the 
Main Road and Station Road and the old cottages and the sta-
tion - there was a goods train there.  And the garage was built.  
The police house was in the middle of St Germains Terrace.

There was a lot of prefabs across the other side of the park.  
There was a smithy, just as you come in and there was a shop 
near there. 

In 1902 my granny and auntie were in the old rows and they 
wouldnae come.  They could have had a house at the begin-
ning of St Germains Terrace, but my grandfather wouldn’t 
move into them, but they were forced to go into them and that’s 
where they were in 1929.  

When I went to school at Macmerry, there would maybe be 
seventy houses, no more, and everybody knew everybody else 
and nobody locked their doors. 

Housing - The Village
I stayed in St Germains Terrace first then I got a house in Merryfield Avenue.  You kent maist of the folk in 
Macmerry.  It wasnae a big place then.  The first house in Macmerry, a cottage, belonged to Eck Docky, his 
right name was Scott.  The Station Row - they were the first houses, St Germains Terrace, Westbank Terrace, 
Merryfield Avenue - they had stone houses and next to that was prefab houses and the prefabs got knocked 
down, and they built houses there, then Whiteloch Road was built and Briarbush was built. 

18
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When I would go up into the village in the morning when I went to school, on the right-hand side of the path 
was a coal merchant’s yard.  Main Road, I think there are ten houses there now; they weren’t there, the old 
Station Row, they belonged to the coal company.  Now, when the coal company disappeared, the people got 
them for a song but when I was married first in 1957, you could buy one of these houses for fifty pounds. 

Of course, we had the Anderson shelters dotted 
along what is now the big green and we used to play 
in there as kids.

It was after the war, the prefabs went up.  

I came to Macmerry in 1954 when I was married.  
We stayed with his parents at St Germains Terrace.  
We got a house next door.  My father-in-law was a 
great gardener. He’d plan it out, buy the flower seed 
and they all came up. People admired it.  He grew 
vegetables and strawberries. 

I can mind when we were playing and we went up 
there to the prefabs and Mary was saying ‘That’ll be 
oor hoose’ and that was the house that my mother 
got! 

We came in 1957.  Our houses were just built then.  
We’re still staying in the original house.  It was just 
fields across there.  We didn’t even have a proper 
road in.  It was just ash. 

It was Macmerry that my parents lived in, in the 
prefabs. When I was about one year old my parents 
managed to get a brand new council house up in the 
village, Brierbush Road.  So we moved up there when 
I was one  and I was there until I was twenty two.

19
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Mobile Shops
The store vans went round.  They mostly sold bakery 
and butcher meat.  You could tell the van men, ‘The 
next time you come could you bring…’ and they were 
very good at bringing. They would collect something 
for you and bring it out. 

We didn’t go shopping.  The vans came to the door, 
the grocer’s van and the butcher’s van and the 
baker’s van and the milk; everything came to your 
door then.  It was always the Co-op.   I never mind 
going shopping anywhere.

They had regular days they would come: the butcher
three times a week, the baker three times, the 
hardware once every two weeks.  Accumulators that 
used to run the wireless, you used to give it to the 
hardware man or even the bakers to take it away 
and get it charged and bring it back to you next time 
round.

The store bakery – that was a horse and cart.  He 
came three days a week.  I can remember when they 
started with these wee electric vans; that was after 
the war. 

Mr Livingstone had this huge van and he went round 
the farms and also he had fitted a special tank of 
paraffin oil, because the farmers and the workers 
needed paraffin oil for their lamps at that time. 

Fairgreave’s van used to get you anything you 
wanted, he was awfully good at getting it for you.

20
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Wartime
It was the German prisoners of war that worked on 
the fields. And my mother and Mary would spread 
pieces ‘n jam.  We used to go out with likes o’ mugs 
of tea and pieces ‘n jam for them, ’cos they were just 
bits o’ laddies. 

The prisoners used to make yon toys for us, mind, for 
a couple of cigarettes.  One of them was like a table 
tennis bat and it had four chickens on it and it had 
a weight underneath and when you did that with 
the weight, the chickens started pecking.  And most 
of it was just done wi’ a penknife and a poker; they 
had no tools. 

This must have been after the war, because there 
were German prisoners up at the camp, and 
somebody had said that one of them had escaped, 
so we went away this walk and congregated at the 
end of this wee wood and Mary shouts ‘German 
prisoner’.  Well, we took to our heels doon the hill 
and our clothes were sticking to us because we ran 
across the field and it was wet. 

My friend and me decided to join the Land Army.  
I was at a farm down the back of Gladsmuir here 
and it was very different from what I was used to.  
I joined in 1943; I enjoyed it but it was quite hard 
work.  Oh, I was heartbroken when I came out here; 
I think I cried myself to sleep the first night. 

I was on holiday and taking in the sheaves, and the 
Italian prisoners of war, one of them on the cart with 
me says, ‘You should not be doing this, you know’.  
They were nice to talk to. 

21
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Gala Days
They used to hold the Gala Day in the farmer’s field.  I remember getting a pie. You had a tin mug with a bit 
string round your neck and you got tea or juice and you got a bag with a bun and a cake in it and then you got 
the races.  They had the lorries done up and you walked at the back of them. 

They gave every child a bag and juice…  
My husband used to help put up the big marquee in 
the park.  The first Galas were on the big green and 
then it went up to the Park after that, when it got 
bigger, away from the road.  We used to have a great 
day, races, and latterly the bikers used to come.  
They would maybe have a night in the Country Inn 
fund-raising. You think of bikers being rowdy and 
causing disturbance but they’d fund-raised and gave 
the money to the Gala and they would come on the 
Gala Day on their bikes to the Park and the kids 
thought this was wonderful.

On the Gala Day they did races and then they had 
stalls and roundabouts and things.  They had teams 
and the kids got changed for their races.  It was in 
the field opposite the school, it was the village green 
then.  The Penston band was always there.  You 
couldn’t do without them. 

The gala used to be big in thae days.  Jim Fortune, 
the coal merchant, he supplied the wagons, and Jim 
Swinton the local builder, and one or two would 
come from outside.  A big day, three bands some-
times; the Star of the East and the Penston Band, 
that’s the local band, and a pipe band.  Star of the 
East was Prestonpans – the Orange Band.
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I had an eleven year old and a two year old at the time and we had an awful lot to do with the Gala. The 
older girl was a maid of honour and you’re expected to help and so we helped for a few years after that. Then 
the two year old became six and she became a flower girl, and that year my husband became the chairman. 
The dresses for the girls were made by the mums. We made teas and collected money, put on events throughout 
the year. Gala day became a Gala Week. You had pet shows, a dance for the adults, and you had a fancy dress 
and discos for the kids. There were races, marathons, and football matches, dance competitions and bowling. 
It usually went from Sunday to Sunday.

All the mothers and the fathers went along to the 
Gala and played wi’ the bairns and got into the 
races. The minister always opened the Gala up, 
before the Queen was crowned. The Penston Band 
was always there and they went round about the 
village with the pageant and the kids were on the 
lorry.

When I was in Primary 1, I was flower girl and then 
when I was in Primary 7, I was the Queen, so I was 
in the gala the twice. I remember it was a purple 
velvet cloak with a beautiful fur collar with 
speckles on it, and I think the crown was purple as 
well.

My brother should have been it but he wouldn’t go 
in it because you had to put these stockings on and 
he would not put them on. So he was the first one to 
refuse to go in the Gala.
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The Scouts & Guides
The first Scoutmaster was a man cried Jimmy 
Turner; he was a nice man.  They had a camp 
doon past Greendykes and that was the first time 
you stayed away for a night.  When Eric Smith 
was Scoutmaster, we went through to Rhu near 
Glasgow and we went to the Isle of Man.  The hall in 
Macmerry was the meeting place.  We met in the 
hall in Gladsmuir for the Sea Cadets. 

We had a Boy Scout troop here started by a guy 
called Jimmy Turner.  He was a brilliant scout 
master.  He used to say to laddies like oor Jim, Alex 
Nicholson, and myself, Andrew Heriot, ‘I’ll give you 
a task to do at the weekend, son.  Go and trace the 
River Tyne, see where it starts’. And we used to go 
and camp at weekends and that sort of thing, take 
away some stuff - your groundsheet, your tent, and 
a’ the rest of it and camp along the banks of the Tyne 
and make a map of where we had gotten tae.  And 
in these days you could do that, you had that sort of 
spirit of adventure. 

My father was the gardener to a Dr and Mrs 
Greenlees, and Mrs Greenlees was supposed to 
have started the Brownies in Scotland.  She was a 
friend of Olive Baden Powell.  And when she was a 
teenager, she started the Brownies in Scotland in the 
Glasgow area; and from that the Guides.  So when 
she was along at Huntingdon, she decided there was 
going to be Guide Company in Gladsmuir.  My sister 
and I, being the daughters of the gardener, got no 
option: we were going to the guides.   And actually 
we loved it.  
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Guilds & Institutes
All my time in Macmerry I was in the Co-op Guild, 
the Co-operative Womens’ Guild.  We had talks and 
demonstrations.  Most guilds had a banner but you 
had to save up for it, you couldn’t just go and buy 
it.  We didn’t have a lot of money. So we saved up 
our pennies for so long and then we got the Co-op to 
order us a banner and the first unveiling was what 
they called the unfurling of the banner. That was in 
1961.  Different areas had different designs – ours 
was mining and farming.  We had a big guild then. 
About 50 women.  We met at the Miners’ Welfare 
but it dwindled away and dwindled away until they 
had to close it. 

We worked through the Co-operative Society.  I was 
involved in the Scottish country dancing.  We won 
quite a few trophies.  We had three or four teams. It 
was very popular.  This was in the 70s.  We used to 
go to Edinburgh and compete.  It was in the schools. 
The Boggs Holdings had country dancing. 

The Co-operative Party, it was based in Tranent.  
They did dancing, singing.  All the co-operatives 
around, Gladsmuir, Winton.  They would all come 
together to arrange social activities. 

I went to the Co-op Guild every fortnight. And my 
husband went to the football, every time Hibs were 
playing at home. 

I was in the Guild. I was the treasurer for a wee 
whilie. We just sometimes had a night out with the 
Guild. I enjoyed what I did for a wee while because I 
was always pregnant and always having kids! 
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Picnics
I used to walk down the Coal Road
and go to the seaside or the beach at 
Longniddry.  Some of the adults, they’d 
get a lorry and either go down to the 
seaside or up to the hills and they’d take 
wood with them and a big urn and make the 
tea there.  That was where you learned to 
guddle for trout, I wasnae very good at it. 
I was aye feart to put my hand under the 
bank in case there was rats there. 

We used to have a great Sunday School Picnic.  We 
hired a double-decker bus.  I remember we went 
down to various places – like Yellowcraigs and I 
remember the teachers used to come along on the 
Friday night and make sandwiches and  - the old 
wicker washing baskets with the handles – there were 
tablecloths laid in and then piles of sandwiches. 

We would steal peas at Greendykes and 
Chesterhall.  Everything was put in the pram and 
you had your kettles and your pots and yer bit frying 
pan cos you were there a’ day.  And we cooked.  We 
were like gypsies.  And when we used to come back 
up through St Germains and there was a field on 
the right hand side that had peas and we filled 
the pram with peas. 

The old man that stayed next door to us on the farm 
used to have those horses and they used to have a 
show in Tranent or Haddington and he did all the 
plaiting of the manes and the tails and everything, 
the flowers in between, and he made a lovely job of 
it.  Our Sunday school used to get the horses and the 
bogey to take us up past Winton on our trip and that 
was lovely. 
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Dancing
When I was younger at Pencaitland, we used to go 
to the dancing.  It was always held in Fletcher Hall 
at Saltoun.   It used to be ten o’clock at night till two 
in the morning on a Friday night.  We’d get the bus 
up to the dancing and walk home, no bother.  There 
would be about twelve of us all across the road, 
singing all the way home, dancing doon the road .

If there was something on in Macmerry we just 
walked from Tranent to Macmerry.  Nobody [would] 
bother you then, you would just walk for miles.  We 
saw by the light of the moon ! 

When we were in the Land Army, the girls and I 
used to go to the barn dances round about.  It was 
very different because they didn’t have nice seats… 
and they were lovely. 

The dancing was great, plenty of partners: Air-force, 
Poles, everybody.  We never sat a dance out.

They had dancing, proper dancing you know, with 
live bands, live groups, in Tranent town hall; we 
even had the Bay City Rollers. 

We went to the dancing – the Corn Exchange in 
Haddington was the best dancing and the Pavilion, 
in North Berwick, that was good in the summer – all 
the talent was there .

I wasn’t much of a dancer – I always tried it, like. 
You could get the bus from Longniddry to North 
Berwick, no problem.  When we moved to 
Macmerry, we used to go to a lot of dances in the 
Tranmere Hotel in Tranent – a dinner dance in the 
60s, 70s, even into the 80s.  Sometimes we would 
walk back, if it was a nice night. 
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Down The Club
They had dancing and bingo at the Club. In the 70s 
and 80s. You had to go early to get a seat.  There 
would be a band.  I was there Thursday, Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday! 

I used to drink at Westbank Road, the first shop on 
the left hand side.  You could buy the drink there 
and drink it round the back.  I went to the dancing 
at Haddington at the Corn Exchange.  The folk from 
the People’s Journal would take photos.  When I was 
17 we used to go the pubs in Haddington.  Then they 
built one in Macmerry, the Robin’s Neuk.  Then the 
Miners Club.  And Scott had the chip bus.  He had 
the pans in for cooking the chips. Jakey Scott, he 
was the man who had the chip van.  It would stop 
opposite the Club. 

People would walk up to Macmerry to the 
Institute for the dancing, then after walk back again, 
to Longniddry.

We had people from Edinburgh come to the club for 
the dancing.  It was a very popular club for many 
years. Jimmy Shand and Jim Johnson, their bands 
were very good.  In Macmerry there were always 
things going on.
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Cinema
There was a picture House in Tranent. Cuds, they called it. Codona’s. I’d go the matinee shows, sitting in the 
front row. Mibby a tanner to get in. You’d mibby get two bob or half a crown and that was for your bus fare, 
your pictures and your chips when you come. You’d mibby spend mair and then you’d have to walk hame. 
You’d get the chips and the brown sauce would be running oot the bag.

The nearest cinema was in Tranent. When you were 
going out with your boyfriend, you used to walk.

There was nothing to do on a Friday or Saturday 
night. The pub wasnae there when we came. We 
used to go to the theatre or the pictures. We went 
down to Musselburgh or Edinburgh and sometimes 
Portobello. The Tranent Picture House was the 
Cuds, the Codona – right opposite the War 
Memorial.  We’d go to the Palladium Theatre in 
Edinburgh or the Empire. 

Do you remember when we saw Carmen Miranda 
at the pictures? We used to go to the pictures at 
Tranent. If it was a musical we’d sit through it 
twice. 

At the time of the war,  in Haddington, they had all 
the old pictures on like Laurel and Hardy. I used to 
love to go on a Sunday night.
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Shops & Shopping
There was a draper’s shop and there was a chippie… that 
wee drapers was a great shop. That’s where I got all my 
stuff for my first three.

There used to be five shops. We had the Co-op, the garage 
had a wee shop, Post Office at the top, a clothes shop, and 
a wee shop across from where I live. Now there’s just one. 

My uncle Alex had a shop in the square and it sold 
everything – pots and pans, drapery, everything. He was 
licensed for beer but not spirits and they couldn’t drink 
on the premises, but round the back he had a sort of a 
porch thing and the men used to come out there and sit 
and drink.

We had a dress shop, a fish shop, then a chip shop, and 
a Post Office. It was handy having the draper’s shop, 
for children’s parties. She used to have a club, you’d put 
in so much every week, it was good. And if you wanted 
something you could get it out.

I always remember, we used to go to the Post Office – it 
was quite a high counter but there was a wee box in the 
corner you stood on – and everybody wanted on this 
box. It was a right old, old shop. There was a stove in the 
middle.

The Post Office was on one side and the shop on the other and if Mary was in on her own, she had to run 
between. Well the boys used to go in and somebody would go the post office and the others would put their 
hand in and they would take the cigarettes and everything and lift the top of the jars and take the sweeties.
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Local Characters
My daughter Linda was creeled. They had a fisherman’s basket and they put [it] on the bridegroom’s head… 
the bride was to cut the thread. My husband and I gave Alec Swinton that done the creeling a bottle of whisky; 
he used to go round the county doing quite a lot of creeling, so he got a lot of bottles of whisky! 

We called him Eck Docky and he lived in this wee but ‘n ben; it had 
a tiled roof and he had a big tub to collect his water.

Geordie Clavering, I cannae remember him ever having a house… 
he just lay down beside the horse and, oh dear, he was black. 
His face and his hands were shiny with the dirt.

Mr McIntyre was the headmaster, he had an artificial leg. 
He became headmaster after the school opened up after the war. 

Every time Maggie Scott went tae get merrit her brother Willie 
started bubblin’ so she cancelled the wedding; she never ever got 
merrit. 

At the Hallowe’en party in came Mary dressed as a witch on a wee scooter. She came to our outing wearing her 
bathing suit over her dress. She was really a super woman. 

Mrs Logan had a Polish family stayed with her during the war… she polished… the linoleum floor with the 
dusters tied to her feet.

Peter Livingstone used to play the box [accordion] in the pub. And Samuel Strang and George fae Ormiston 
used to get on the bus and they’d be up the top deck… the boxes was going and the foot was going… and the 
conductor came up the stair and said ‘Listen boys I don’t mind you playing the box but dinnae thump yer feet 
cos the fag ends and stoor’s a’ gaun doon the back o’ my neck.’
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The Living Memory Association is Edinburgh’s Reminiscence Centre, where people can 
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